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Book Author Blurb 

 Jim and the Beanstalk  
Raymond Briggs  

A retelling of the traditional Jack and the Beanstalk story 
by the well-loved children's author and illustrator Ray-

mond Briggs (author of 'The Snowman' and 'Ug: Boy Ge-
nius of the Stone Age'). In this version, the giant has be-
come weary with old age. When a young boy called Jim 

discovers a beanstalk, he climbs up it and tries to help the 
giant by providing him with glasses, false teeth and a wig. 
But will Jim survive when the giant regains his appetite?  

 Ten Seeds 
Ruth Brown  

A great book to introduce the idea of seed dispersal and 
life cycles. It tells the story of ten seeds, only one of 

which survives to grow into a lovely sunflower and pro-
duces new seeds to start the cycle again. The illustrations 
are full of detail and the text is compelling and accessible.  

 Eddie's Garden: and How to Make 
Things Grow 

Sarah Garland  

This picture book tells the story of a little boy called Ed-
die who wanted to make a garden. Eddie learns how to 

plant seeds and patiently care for them, as his garden be-
comes filled with all sorts of plants, flowers and vegeta-

bles.  

 Oliver's Vegetables  
Vivian French and Alison Bartlett  

This popular picture book tells the story of fussy eater 
Oliver, who will not eat anything but chips. One day 

Grandpa sets him a challenge that helps him to learn to try 
new foods from the vegetable patch and Oliver is sur-

prised by what he finds out.   

 Tree: Seasons Come, Seasons Go  
Patricia Heggarty and Britta 

Tekentrup  

This beautifully illustrated book follows the seasonal 
changes of a tree through the four seasons. Dotted with 

hidden animals scampering through cut paper holes, each 

page of 'Tree: Seasons Come, Seasons 
Go' allows its reader to investigate and explore one tree’s 

rich and varied life cycle.  

   


